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Week of 18th October 2021 

What’s on our mind this week? 

Understanding Xi's Common Prosperity  

 

If one has to name a few buzzwords that have strategic implications for China over the coming 

decades, we recommend two: carbon net-zero and 'Common Prosperity'. The former is self-

explanatory and global, but the latter is vague and unique to China.  

'Common Prosperity' was mentioned numerous times by the Chinese ruling party leaders since 

the Deng Xiaoping era in the late 1970s, but it got full media attention recently after a high-level 

meeting themed on this topic. The Tenth Meeting of the Central Committee of Finance and 

Economics held on 17th August 2021, focused on the issue of solidly promoting Common 

Prosperity and proposed “to promote Common Prosperity in high-quality development, correctly 

handle the relationship between efficiency and fairness, and build new wealth redistribution 

arrangements“.  

Since then, markets have been speculating whether China would go as far as seeking 

egalitarianism or if China would follow the western welfare state model. Some commentators 

jumped to conclude that this marks the death of Deng's slogan "Getting rich is glorious" and that 

China is about to "rob the rich and help the poor". Over the weekend, the ruling party magazine 

Qiushi issued an article written by President Xi Jinping, which sheds some light on his Common 

Prosperity theme.  

What Common Prosperity is and what it is not 

Xi Jinping defined Common Prosperity as “an essential requirement of socialism and a key feature 

of Chinese-style Modernisation”. It is “for all, bringing affluence both in material and spiritual life”; 

It does not mean simultaneous prosperity for everyone or the same level of affluence across the 

country. The degree of prosperity of different groups and regions and the time required for 

achieving prosperity may vary. It will follow the principles of encouraging hard work and 

innovation within the current economic framework built on both dominant state-owned 

enterprises and vibrant private sectors. Policymakers at all levels need to set up realistic plans and 

advance step by step.   

The narrative sets the tone that China won’t achieve the Common Prosperity goal with drastic 

hasty measures, like what happened during the Great Leap Forward movement, which led to 
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severe social and economic consequences. China will not fall into the trap of “welfarism” that 

encourages laziness. 

Why China wants Common Prosperity 

Common Prosperity is embedded in the Chinese culture. The term can find its root back in the 

Confucius time, described by one of the Chinese Classics as Great Unity, the vision of a world 

where everyone and everything is at peace and equal. 

In the late 1970s, by stating that “poverty is not socialism”, Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping broke 

the shackles of the traditional planned economy system and allowed certain people and regions 

to become prosperous first with the ultimate goal of liberalising and promoting the development 

of productive forces. 

After forty years of reforms and developments, China “won the decisive battle against poverty” 

and built a “moderately prosperous society” as Deng visioned. It is time to move on to the goal 

of building a strong and modern China with a focus on quality and a balance between efficiency 

and fairness. 

So quite the opposite to the belief that Xi is going against Deng's will, Xi simply carries on Deng's 

step-by-step master plan. The issues China is facing now are “unbalanced and inadequate 

development between rural and urban areas and among different regions, and income disparities 

between the rich and the poor”. 
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In Xi's article, he also explained why Common Prosperity is not only the end goal but also the key 

precondition for China to achieve quality growth: High-quality development relies on high-quality 

workers. To increase total factor productivity and cement the driving forces for high-quality 

development, Xi’s vision is to promote Common Prosperity, raise the income of urban and rural 

residents, and improve human capital.  

At this point, the Common Prosperity goal also reflects the Chinese government's cautious views 

towards the West: “In some countries, the wealth gap and the collapse of middle-class have 

aggravated social divisions, political polarisation, and populism, giving a profound lesson to the 

world. China must make resolute efforts to prevent polarisation, advance common prosperity and 

realise social harmony and stability”. 

How to get there 

The article provided some general guidance on what should be done to achieve the goal. China 

needs to identify a more balanced, coordinated, and inclusive development path, providing more 

support to less-developed regions, accelerating the reform of monopoly industries, and helping 

develop small and midsize companies. China will expand the middle-income group, intensifying 

the regulation and adjustment of excessive income and facilitating equal access to basic public 

services. Here “basic public services” include education, elderly care, medical insurance, basic 

pensions, and housing. Xi highlighted that China needs to meet the diversified, multi-level, and 

multi-faceted spiritual and cultural needs of the people, and he reckons that promoting Common 

Prosperity in rural areas needs most efforts.  
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With just a few paragraphs, Xi touched upon a broad range of specific issues, such as helping 

university graduates grow into the middle class, reducing taxation for small and medium 

enterprises, deepening hukou reforms for the migrant workers (i.e. the residency right), providing 

long-term social housing, pushing for property taxation, optimising income tax, consumption tax, 

and “standardising the management of capital income” which we understand as being the 

forthcoming introduction of both a property tax and a capital gain tax.  

Xi made it clear that by 2025, the goal is to gradually mitigate income inequality and narrow 

consumption gaps. By 2035, the end game is to “achieve Common Prosperity for all and effectively 

ensure equitable access to basic public services.” 

To conclude, we did not find the Common Prosperity theory as scary as what the market has 

feared. It has direct relevance for investors as, typically, follow-up measures regarding various 

sectors with greater details will follow. Among these measures, we anticipate a nationwide 

property tax and a capital gains tax to be introduced. 

 

—————————————————————————————————— 

Obscure China property developer may be lighting a path to the sector’s restoration 

Over the past five months it seems China’s besieged high yield property bond market has seen 

nothing but negative news.  A government induced tightening of financing conditions culminating 

in the default of one of the country’s largest developers, Evergrande, has been followed by an 

aggressive contagion sell off across the whole sector. The subsequent default of Fantasia 

meanwhile instilled a new fear in the sector that any company facing a near term redemption 

would be either unable or unwilling to make this payment. With USD bond redemptions expected 

to ramp up in early 2022 and a new issue market essentially closed to all but the strongest 

companies, investors are understandably doubtful and extremely concerned how many issuers 

will be able to refinance their near-term maturities. One unlikely company may, however, be 

lighting a path that could see many other high yield issuers and investors alike navigate out of 

the crisis. 

An adage in financial markets is ‘kicking the can down the road’. When an asset class is faced by 

an apparent insurmountable crisis, sometimes the best answer is to delay the inevitable until 

regulators find long term solutions to the problem and the market’s animal spirits calm down. The 
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2008 US housing crisis, the 2011 European sovereign crisis and even the imminent US government 

debt ceiling are all examples where simply delaying a crisis can significantly mitigate its effects. 

For the China property market, a wildly held view by USD bond investors is that the Chinese 

government will eventually step in to solve the crisis, without actually thinking what exactly they 

expect the Chinese government to do.  Certainly, some policies could be eased, and we agree this 

will likely happen in the next few months. However, we see a low likelihood that the government 

is going to step in and repay all the USD bond obligations of distressed issuers. Ultimately 

companies are going to need to refinance their bonds and existing investors are going to have to 

pick up the tab. 

On 30th September a little-known Chinese property company, Xinyuan Real Estate, proposed to 

its investors a plan to exchange its bond maturing on 15th October 2021 for a longer dated new 

issue. Readers will be forgiven for not being familiar with Xinyuan. Listed in the US with a market 

capitalisation smaller than $100m at the time of the announcement, Xinyuan is certainly not a 

poster boy for the property sector. Xinyuan is highly leveraged, in early 2021 the company 

announced it would delay the release of its 2020 financial results (still yet to be published) and 

has since changed its auditor. Investors would have been justified to provide little leeway to such 

a company. Meanwhile the terms of the exchange offer itself were not especially generous 

incorporating just a 5% cash up front payment with the rest of the principal to be extended for 

two years with no change in coupon. However, on 14th October the company announced it had 

convinced over 90% of holders to accept the exchange achieving the hurdle rate to consummate 

the deal. 

One could call this exchange offer a “gun to the head” type of negotiations and indeed we would 

agree, but for that company and its investors an imminent default has been postponed. The 

company now has eight months until its next onshore bond redemption and has no USD debt 

due for two years, which leaves ample time for the Chinese regulators to find a long-term solution 

to the overall crisis. Of course, we will have to see how Xinyuan bonds trade over the next few 

months, but this may provide a template for many other developers to buy time in a crisis that is 

more a factor of near term liquidity than actual solvency. Forcing every company in the market to 

convince its bondholders to accept maturity extensions may not seem an ideal prospect for many 

investors (even if we think such measures will only be necessary for the weaker names in the 

market). However, considering rolling debt is exactly what the property sector has been doing for 

the past decade through its annual calendar of bond refinancing, this may not seem like such a 

bad way to solve an immediate crisis provided everyone (issuers and investors) are prepared to 

cooperate and play their part. 
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